Planning a motion for inserting pegs remains an open problem. The difficulty lies in both the inevitable errors in the grasps of a robotic hand and absolute precision problems in robot joint motors. This paper proposes an integral method to solve the problem. The method uses combined task and motion planning to plan the grasps and motion for a dual-arm robot to pick up the objects and move them to assembly poses. Then, it controls the dual-arm robot using a compliant strategy (a combination of linear search, spiral search, and impedance control) to finish up the insertion. The method is implemented on a dual-arm Universal Robots 3 robot. Six objects, including a connector with fifteen peg-in-hole pairs for detailed analysis and other five objects with different contours of pegs and holes for additional validation, were tested by the robot. Experimental results show reasonable force-torque signal changes and end-effector position changes. The proposed method exhibits high robustness and high fidelity in successfully conducting planned peg-in-hole tasks.
Introduction
Assembly, especially peg-in-hole is the essential problem as well as the holy grail in robotic systems for industrial automation. Although peg-in-hole has been studied for many years, the complexity in object shapes and connecting mechanism make the peg-in-hole the problem remains the interest of many robotic researchers. Conventional peg-in-hole requires well-prepared fixture settings and limited initial configurations, making the deployment of peg-inhole robotic systems in mass production difficult. Most of them have an assumption that the peg is firmly held by a robot hand and the hole is fixed in the environment. On the other hand, recent robotic systems tend to use high-level interface like Robotic Operation System (ROS) [1] to generate robot motion. Visual recognition is used to detect the initial pose of objects. Probabilistic roadmap methods [2] are used to generate the robot motion. The automatic recognition and motion planning significantly reduces the cost needed in the deployment of robotic systems in industrial automation. Previously, the recognition and planning problem was considered to be kinematic. The start is one or multiple joint configurations that reaches the initial object pose. The goal is one or multiple joint configurations at the goal object pose. The motion planning finds a feasible joint sequence between the start and goal. Most of the previous research on recognition and planning were carried out for pickand-place tasks [3] [4] [5] . Planning a motion for inserting pegs is less studied and remains an open problem. The difficulty lies in the inevitable errors in the grasps of a robotic hand and absolute precision problems in robot joint motors. These errors and problems may lead to the failure in the peg-in-hole assembly that follows the planned motion. Fig. 1 (a) At the starting point, the objects are randomly placed on a table. (b) The system automatically plans the grasps and motion for a dual-arm robot to pick up the objects and move them to assembly poses. (c) The system controls the dual-arm robot using a compliant strategy to finish up the intertion.
In this paper, we proposed a method to successfully conduct planned dualarm assembly motion using compliant peg-in-hole control. The goal of our study is to use a dual-arm robot to perform the fully automatic peg-in-hole assembly. Fig.1 illustrates our problem setting. At the starting point, the objects are randomly placed on a table. There are no special requirements for fixtures or initial object poses. Our system automatically plans the grasps and motion for a dual-arm robot to pick up the objects and move them to assem-bly poses. Then, it controls the dual-arm robot using a compliant strategy to finish up the insertion. In the end, the objects are expected to be assembled and held by one of the robot hands for later usage.
Our main contrition is in the integration of combined task and motion planning and compliant control. We integrally solve the manipulation planning of the objects and the force control of the insertion. In conventional peg-inhole tasks, the position of a hole was mostly assumed to be fixed and a robot conducted the assembly task relative to the hole. In contrast, our study enables a robot to flexibly choose the poses of the assembly counterparts and thus increases the feasibility of the assembly task.
The proposed method is implemented on a dual-arm Universal Robots 3 robot. Six objects, including a connector (ten circular peg-hole pairs, three rectangular peg-hole pairs, and two trapezoid peg-hole pairs) with fifteen pegin-hole pairs for detailed analysis and other five objects (a D-sub DB25 connector, a usb connector, a RJ45 internet connector, a one-touch vacuum tube connector, and a three-prong power plug) with different contours of pegs and holes for additional validation, were tested by the robot. Experimental results show reasonable force-torque signal changes and end-effector position changes. The proposed method exhibits high robustness and high fidelity in successfully conducting planned peg-in-hole tasks.
The organization of the paper is as follows. Section II reviews the related studies. Section III shows an overview of the developed system and method. Section IV and Section V respectively discuss in detail the planning algorithms and peg-in-hole control strategies. Section VI presents experiments and analysis. Conclusions are drawn in Section VII.
Related work
The related work includes peg-in-hole assembly, combined task and motion planning, and dual-arm robotic assembly.
Peg-in-hole
A peg-in-hole problem consists of two phases: search and insertion. The search phase is to find the hole in the assembly object. The insertion phase is to insert the mating object into the hole in the assembly object. Different researches have already done in these two different phases.
Search phase
The search phase runs before the actual insertion. The goal of this phase is to deal with large offsets between the peg and the hole.
The early search was done with the help of visual surveillance. They required the feedback information from vision sensors and control the motion of the robot based on it. For example, Shirai et al. [6] used the visual feedback to insert a square peg into a square hole. The color of the bottom of the square hole is different and the camera finds the position by detecting the bottom. The work required very clear boundary information and the shape of the peg was limited to simple geometries. Yoshimi et al. [7] proposed an uncalibrated visual servoing method which reasons control information directly from an image. Huang et al. [8] used high-speed cameras to implement fast searching and aligning. Song et al. [9] considered the contour of the peg models when aligning the peg to the hole. More contemporary methods use force feedback and compliance-based strategies [10] for searching. For example, Newman et al. [11] proposed the force guide map together with random or spiral tries to locate holes. Chhatpar et al. [12] proposed a blind search strategy that can search the hole within a certain circular area of a specific radius. Park et al. [13] proposed a hole search strategy that conducted the human behaviour motion like tilting, through the analysis of several contact states. Marvel et al. [14] studied the spiral search and its variants under multi-robot coordination. Abdullah et al. [15] proposed a strategy to find the location of the hole by evaluating the reaction moments at the contact.
The search in our work is a combination of spiral tries and tilting. They work together with compliance and impedance-based insertion to conduct successful assembly.
Insertion phase
In the insertion phase, a peg is considered to be partially inside a hole, and the goal is to successfully finish up the insertion. Researchers used the compliancebased method to solve the problem. The compliance-based methods are divided into two categories: One uses mechanical passive compliance; The other practices active compliance with the help of various feedback. The passive category usually uses a mechanism named remote center compliance(RCC) [16] to provide compliance to the peg. The mechanism could be installed on either the robot wrist or palm. It makes the relation of peg and gripper fixed and meanwhile provides the flexibility to the peg during the insertion. The very first RCC was proposed by Whitney et al. in [16] . The mechanism design can do the peg-hole insertion task without jamming. Many similar mechanisms were proposed after that. For example, the work done by Haskiya [17] built a vertical/horizontal remote center compliance mechanism that can work in both vertical and horizontal directions. Also, a different method is proposed to overcome the fixed position of the compliant center and fixed stiffness to expand assembly tasks flexibility without additional configuration cost [18] [19] [20] . More recently, Suzuki el.at [21] designed an RCC with a push-activate-rotation function. It can rotate around a vertical axis by pushing the wrist in the vertical direction. The active category designs a contact model for peg-hole insertion and finds an insertion strategy that can minimize the contact error. For example, Balletti et al. [22] and Song et al. [23] used force sensing feedback and impedance control. The impedance control theory proposed by Hogan [24] is widely used in such studies. Impedance control builds a connection between the force and motion of the peg so that the robot can align the peg by flexible adjustment. Some other methods use combined force-vision feedback. Liu et al. [25] combined the force vision system and force information to supervise the visually measurable compliance to improve the alignment process. Similar methods were used by Nammoto et al. [26] to assemble 2D objects. More recently, researchers tend to use machine learning-based methods, which is expected to exhibit adaptation in the presence of varying object shapes.
The peg-in-hole method used in this paper is the active compliance one. Compliance-based assembly strategies together with impedance control are used to deal with complex connector shapes.
Combined task and motion planning
Combined task and motion planning is used to simultaneously generate action sequence and motion sequence for a given task. It has two levels of planning which interact with each other. In the high level, the planning is symbolic deduction [27] [28] . It is essentially a series of logic operations to determine a sequence of action-level strategies. In the low level, the planning is topological optimization [29] [30] or graph search [2] [31] . The two levels switch back and forth in the presence of failures.
One seminal study of combine task and motion planning was presented by Wolfe et al. [32] . The idea is inherited and extended by several following studies like [33] [34] [35] . Our group at Osaka University also started developing combined task and motion planners since 2015 [36] . The planner can be used by dual-arm robots to automatically determine pick-and-place and handover [37] . It can also be used to plan assembly motion using single-arm regrasp [38] or dual-arm collaboration [39] . This paper is built on the developed planner. It extends the dual-arm collaboration in [39] with a compliant peg-in-hole strategy to deal with realistic tasks.
Dual arm robot assembly
The dual-arm robot assembly is receiving attention in the recent two years. Previous, there were lots of studies relating to dual-arm manipulation [40] [41] . Most of them were concentrated on planning sequential [42] [43] or coordinated motion [44] . Practical tasks in industrial automation using dual-arm robots are less studied [45] . Recently, with the decrease in cost, using two robots, instead of a robot and a fixture to perform assembly tasks is getting into focus. Some examples include [46] [39] . One of the robotic arms in these studies is used as a general fixture. It holds one of the target objects and waits for the mating action of the other arm.
Different from the aforementioned dual-arm robotic assembly studies, we perform dual-arm assembly considering the ensuing insertion problems. Insertion constraints are integrally analyzed and incorporated. The dual-arm robot is more advantageous in assembly and insertion since it can control the relative motion and interaction of assembly counterparts in a dexterous human-like manner. Dual arms allow the robot to conduct handover and reorientate the object, thus increasing the dexterity of manipulation and feasibility of planning. Although a dual-arm robot is difficult to control and has relatively high costs, with the help of the algorithms and methods proposed in this paper, it could obtain significant dexterity and flexibility, exhibiting well-deserved cost-performance.
System overview
This section an overview of the developed system and method. Fig.2 illustrates the workflow. The two objects used for assembly are named the assembly object and the mating object respectively. In the beginning, a vision system detects the initial poses of the assembly object and the mating object. Meanwhile, human workers specify the final assembly poses of the two objects. The initial pose and goal pose will be used by a combined task and motion planner in the planning state to generate a sequence of actions. The combined planner automatically computes the IK-feasible and collision-free path for the robot to move the assembly art and the mating object from their initial poses to the pre-assembly poses, which are defined as one-step before the finally assembled states. The robot moves the components to the pre-assembly poses to prepare for the compliant control.
In detail, the combined task and motion planner consists of two subplanners -a regrasp planner and a motion planner. The regrasp planner can generate a sequence of the grasps to orientate an object from its initial pose to goal pose. The motion planner can obtain a smooth and collision-free path between every two grasps.
After moving the objects to the pre-assembly poses, the system switches to compliance control mode (the assembly strategy section in Fig.2 ). There are three compliant strategies -Linear search, spiral search, and impedance control. The linear search is a linear movement for the robot. During a linear search, the robot arm moves towards a direction in a straight line until the reaction force is larger than a given threshold. The spiral search is a common search strategy for finding the hole in the assembly object. The robot arm that holds the mating object tries with spiral touching points to detect holes. After finding the hole, the robot arm will switch to impedance control. The details will be explained in the following two sections.
Planning
The planning strategy used to generate the motions for a robot to grasp the objects and move them to pre-assembly poses is based on the combined task and motion planning framework proposed by Wan et al. [37] . A diagram showing the planning workflow is presented in Fig. 3 . It comprises a grasp planner at a high level and a motion planner at a low level. By using the initial pose and goal pose of the objects, the regrasp planner can generate a sequence of grasps for a robot to pick up the objects, orientate them, and move them to the goal pose. The motion planner can generate the smooth and collision-free motions to move between adjacent two grasps in the regrasp sequence.
The regrasp planner determines a sequence of poses by generating a regrasp graph and searching the regrasp graph to find the shortest path in the graph. Fig.4 is an example of the regrasp graph. Fig. 3 The planning workflow.
The nodes in the group (a) of the graph represent all the collision-free and IK-feasible grasps for the object at an initial pose. The nodes in the group (d) of the graph represent all the collision-free and IK-feasible grasps for the object at the goal. The nodes in the group (b) are the plausible handover grasps for the object. The nodes in the group (c) are the plausible grasps for stationary poses (placements) on flat surfaces. After generating the regrasp graph, the regrasp planner searches the regrasp graph and tries to find the shortest path in the graph. In this process, the planner firstly verifies if there exists a grasp that can both pick up an object at its initial pose (nodes in the left of the graph) as well as hold the object at its goal pose (nodes in the right of the graph). The existence of such an object means the robot can directly move the object from the initial pose to the goal pose. It does not need handover or placement motion to reorientate the object. If the grasp does not exist, the planner finds some handover or placement grasps from the group (b) and (c), and use them to generate a sequence of handover grasps or pick-up and placedown to move the object from the initial pose to the goal pose. Interested readers are encouraged to read the previous work [37] for details.
The motion planner generates the motions between every two grasps in the path found in the regrasp graph. Probabilistic motion planning methods like RRT-connection are used to generate the motion. RRT-connection traverses a configuration space by generating two random search trees from both the start and the goal. The two trees randomly sample a direction in the configuration space and append a node towards the random direction with the shortest distance to the tree. The newly appended point will be the end node of the tree. The path is found when the distance between the end nodes of the two trees is smaller than a threshold. The algorithm unnecessarily finds a path. When there is no path found, the edge between the two grasps in the regrasp graph is deleted. The motion component backtracks to the regrasp component and re-searches the regrasp graph to find a new grasp sequence and plan the motion again. If all edges are deleted and no results are planned, the planner will remove both the node and the edge of the grasps in the old pose and rebuild the edge and the node in a new pose. The object is treated as a stationary obstacle in motion planning.
To reduce the uncertainty in the peg-in-hole assembly process, we add special constraints to the handover process to reduce the uncertainty of the mating object. The constraints force the planner to include at least one perpendicular handover so that one grasp corrects the pose error in the one local axis and another grasp corrects the pose error in another local axis. The two perpendicular handover grasps can eliminate the error of the mating object. For the assembly object, since one hand is already holding an object, handover is no longer applicable. Compliant control is further employed.
Compliant Strategy
As mentioned previously, for the mating object, the robot uses handover to eliminate the error in the rotation of the mating object. After that, the robot grasps the assembly object and moves it to its assembly pose. Since the first hand is already grasping the mating object, the left-arm may only change the pose of the second object using pick-and-place based regrasp. The motion could not eliminate the rotation error of the assembly object. For these reasons, we assume the errors include both the positional and rotational ones (could be caused by calibration or uncertainty in pick and place).
Consequently, after moving two objects to their pre-assembly poses, we fix the direction of the mating object, and divide the compliant assembly strategy into three stages. In the first stage, the mating object is controlled to move toward the assembly object. It will stop until the force sensor detects the force change (the mating object is in touch with the assembly object). Then, the robot performs a spiral search to locate a hole. In the third stage, the robot employs impedance control to overcome the uncertainty in the rotation. The three stages are illustrated in Fig.5 . Please see the subsections for details. 
Linear search and Spiral search
The goal of the linear and spiral search is to find the object and locate the hole. Both of them require an F/T sensor to be installed at the wrist.
During the linear search, a robot arm holding a mating object moves along a given vector v direction until the following equation is violated, as is shown in Fig.5(a) .
Here, R hnd is the rotation of the holding hand. F is the force obtained using an F/T sensor. v direction is the insertion direction determined by the assembly pose. threshhold is defined as a value larger than the sensor noise. Assume the robot hand stops at a position P hnd 0 . During the spiral search, the robot arm maintains its R hnd , but changes P hnd along spiral curves on a plane where the normal is the same as v direction . Here, the hand coordinate is defined following the conventional robotics textbook. The i + 1th spiral position is computed using
δθ and δr are the discretized step length of the spiral search. I x and I x are the first and second column of an identity matrix I, respectively. rodrigues(θ, v) is the Rodrigues' rotation formula [47] . It is computed using
The spiral search stops until equation (1) is violated.
Impedance control
Our impedance control is implemented in the workspace instead of the robot joint space. It follows the conventional impedance control law
whereP hnd i ,Ṗ hnd i , and P hnd i are the acceleration, speed, and position of the holding hand. m, c, and k are the inertia, damping coefficient, and position gain respectively.
The i + 1th position is thus updated by
where dt is the sampling time. It will be used by the robot control in the insertion to adjust the mating object.
Experiments and Analysis
The proposed method is validated using a dual-arm robot made of two Universal Robots 3 robotic arms. Each UR3 arm is equipped with Robotiq 85 gripper and Robotiq F/T300 force sensor. The configuration of the computer we used to do the planning has an Intel Core i9-9900K CPU, four 16GB 3600MHz DDR4 memory and a GeForce GTX 1080Ti GPU. The assembly object and mating object used in the experiment are from a manifold connector shown in Fig.6 . The connect has ten circular peg-hole pairs in the center, three rectangular peg-hole pairs at the long edges, and two trapezoid peg-hole pairs at the short edges. A sequence of snapshots showing the planned motion in the simulation environment is presented in Fig.7 . The robot chooses a grasp to pick the mating object up using its right arm in (a). Then, it performs a perpendicular handover in (b)-(e) to reduce the uncertainty. The object is handed over to the left arm in (c), oriented by the left arm in (d), and handed over back to the right arm in (e). In (g), the robot chooses a grasp for its left arm to pick up the assembly object. At the end of the simulation, both objects are moved to pre-assembly poses, as is shown in (h). Fig. 7 The planned motion in the simulation. The subfigures (a)-(h) show the motion sequence found by the planner to manipulate and assemble the objects. Fig.8 shows the execution results of the planned motion. The two arms follow the planned sequence and motion to pick up and move the two objects. The subfigures (a)-(h) correspond exactly to the motion planned in the simulation. Subfigure (i) shows a finished state. The aforementioned assembly strategy is performed to finally assemble the objects from the states in (h) to (i). A video including simulation, execution, and the close-up control motion could be found in the supplementary material submitted together with the paper. We encourage our readers to refer to the video for a better view of the results. Fig.9 shows the changes in the two objects during compliant peg-in-hole control. The robot is conducting a linear search in (a)-(b). Then, it switches to a spiral search in (b)-(f). The robot finds the hole at (g) and switches to impedance control mode. Finally, the mating object is inserted into the assembly object in (h). The trajectory of the mating gripper in the process is shown in the right object of Fig.9 . The long segment indicates a linear search. The circles at the end of the long segments indicate a spiral search. The short segment indicates the impedance motion. The changes in the x, y, z positions of the mating gripper are shown in Fig.10 . The whole compliant control took around 30 seconds. The detailed time costs of the whole process are shown in Table. 1 The robot is performing linear search during the red time section and the x, y, z positions are changing along straight lines. The robot switches to spiral search during the green time section. The x, y, z positions, especially the x positions, are moving back and forth along a wave. The robot switches to impedance control in the blue time section. The x, y, z positions in this period change following the impedance gains. 25s 3s Fig. 9 The changes in the two objects during the compliant peg-in-hole control process. The left pictures shows a view of the realworld. The right diagram shows the trajectory of the mating gripper.
An important issue of compliant peg-in-hole assembly is local minima. From a physical view, the robot gets stuck when it encounters a local minimum. For the given objects, we never spot a single stuck during our experiments. This is probably because of the handover at the very beginning. The planner reduced the uncertainty using handover and roughly aligned the two objects at the pre-assembly poses. Fig.11 shows the changes of force and torque during the compliant control. Likewise, the robot is doing a linear search in the red time section, spiral search in the green time section, and impedance control int the blue time section. There are only noises during the linear search. The measured force is less than 4N , which is acceptable according to the noise range provided by the F/T300 manual (0∼1.2N in x and y; 0∼0.5N in z). The robot feels a large force in y direction in the green time section and thus continues the spiral search until around 30seconds. At this time stop, the force in y falls below our given threshold (7N ) and the robot switches to impedance control. The threshold is determined by experience. Note that the changes in the forces and torques depend on the grasping pose. The y force and x torque in Fig.11 are very significant because the mating hand is holding the object using the pose shown in Fig.9 . The hand is moving along the y direction and the object is a bit rotated around the x axis.
Besides the manifold connector, we tested several other tasks to analyze the success rates, the time efficiency, as well as the effort needed to adapt to new workpieces. The tasks include: 1) inserting a multi-pin connector, 2) inserting a USB connector, 3) inserting an internet cable, 4) inserting a vacuum tube, and 5) inserting a power plug. The related objects are shown in Fig.12 . Each of the objects has a different hole type and our method could successfully finish all with properly selected parameters. Table 2 shows the detailed time costs of To adapt the planner to new objects, we only need to replace the models of the new objects and indicate the final assembly position. The planner will automatically generate the motions to move the object into the specified position and execute the insertion. Note that we predefined a threshold for the spiral search and the parameters for the impedance control from experience. The predefined values render the robot to perform searching and insertion motion mildly and thus avoid damaging the objects. For some insertions that need more force and torque, for example inserting the plug into the socket, one needs to increase the damping coefficient to ensure successful executions.
Conclusions and Future Work
In this paper, we proposed a method that integrates combined task and motion planning with compliant peg-in-hole control to successfully conduct planned dual-arm assembly motion. The method is used by a dual-arm UR3 robot to assemble a complex connector made of fifteen peg-hole pairs. The results show that the method has high robustness and high fidelity. It is effective for robots with planned motion. The combined task and motion planning are important to move an object from an arbitrary pose to a pre-assembly pose. The compliant strategies then help to avoid offsets from both calibration errors and grasp uncertainty. They together enable a robot to finish up and whole pick-up-and-insertion task. Our future work includes leveraging machine learning techniques to increase time efficiency, as well as dealing with soft or changeable objects.
